
COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO PAINTINGS

â€œThe Mona Lisa â€œ painting by Italian painter Leonardo da Vinci. Compare and contrast similarities and differences
between the two.

The scholars believe that the subject was the wife of a Florentine merchant, Giovanna Albizzi. Essay about
Comparison of two paintings - Comparison of two paintings Paintings have been used to represent people
since the beginning of the human race. The Orthodox Church is renowned for its colorful outside, exotic
features and images along with elaborate rituals. In your final paragraph, summarize your main points and
clearly present the significance of your analysis. Some painted portraits have as much detail as modern
photographs. The period towards the. Why do you feel this work is original or not original? What visual
parallels and relationships do you see? When you put a Baroque artwork next to a Renaissance artwork, those
conventions become immediately clear. Does the painting seem realistic or expressionistic? Note: Part
1;Describe the two paintings in detail so that your readers can easily visualize them without actually seeing
them. Are its colors vibrant or subdued? Then, in two or three paragraphs, present the points of contrast or
differences between the two paintings. The differences in subject matter are clear. He said that even though
Bruegel is well known as one of the greatest artist in Netherlands and Northern Renaissance sixteenth
centuries, he has no apparent records of his birth and educational backgrounds Zagorin  Prior to the
Renaissance, artists maintained their dependence upon the ancient tradition of icon painting, mostly of the
religious kind. The painting includes hanging meat, a pan, dirty clothe, onions,celery,a brown bowl, and a
black ladle amongst other things all conveyed using brushstrokes The influence of the landscape around
Mont-Roig, in southern Catalonia, can be seen The next 1 paragraph should establish the similarities between
the two paintings and describe them. Interpretation: What is the artwork about? It is interesting to note that the
shape of the horses in the two paintings is nearly identical, almost as though the same artist had created them.
An Orthodox Church cannot be confused with any other as it has those tell-tale domes that characterize the
ostentatious expressive Orthodox faith The color palette is similar as well. Each painting is unique unto itself
but they both have many similarities and differences. What is it all about? The heavy set nature of Asphalt's
daughter appears to be an allusion to that sacrificial procedure. The painting are from two different time
periods. Almost as soon as he learnt to write, he handed his parents a note which read: "I wish to become a
painter. Her green dress her posture and hair all suggest that she is very fashionable and has money. What
expressive language would you use to describe the qualities i. Study a "short biography of each artist". He also
fell so ill that he was sent to the family's country house to convalesce. The painters of Renaissance Italy
usually attached to particular courts and with loyalties to certain cities, still explored the extensive span of
Italy. During class two very different works of art by two different artists will be provide to you, as you
observe the two works carefully, take notes concerning their likenesses and differences. Two of your sources
will be primary sourcesâ€”the two paintings you analyzeâ€”and two will be secondary sourcesâ€”historical or
critical commentary relevant to the paintings. The portrait features a serene background landscape that
provides a lot of detail, adding depth to the painting. Both paintings deal with fables from the Christian faith
but were executed during different periods in art. At left: Eugene Delacroix, Liberty Leading the People, ; At
right: Jacques-Louis David, The Oath of the Horatii, Patriotism and nationalism are key themes in both of
these art movements, but this manifested in their art in incredibly different ways.


